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Biostatistics for the Biological and Health Sciences is the result of collaboration between the author

of the #1 statistics book in the country and an expert in the biological sciences field. The major

objective of this book is to provide a thorough, yet engaging introduction to statistics for students

and professors in the biological, life, and health sciences.  Ã‚Â This text reflects the important

features of a modern introductory statistics course and includes an abundance of real data and

biological applications, and a variety of pedagogical components to help students succeed in their

study of biological statistics.Ã‚Â  MARKET: It is the ideal introduction to statistics for students and

professors in the biological, life, and health sciences. Ã‚Â 
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"Biostatistics for the Biological and Health Sciences" is the result of collaboration between the

author of the #1 statistics book in the country and an expert in the biological sciences field."" The

major objective of this book is to provide a thorough, yet engaging introduction to statistics for

students and professors in the biological, life, and health sciences. This text reflects the important

features of a modern introductory statistics course and includes an abundance of real data and

biological applications, and a variety of pedagogical components to help students succeed in their

study of biological statistics. MARKET: It is the ideal introduction to statistics for students and

professors in the biological, life, and health sciences.

Allyn Washington was born and educated in Connecticut, where he also began teaching at Trinity



College, his alma mater. He taught at Boise Junior College (now Boise State University) before

joining the newly forming Dutchess Community College, in Poughkeepsie, New York, where he

began writing "Basic Technical Mathematics," At the time, technical mathematics did not have a text

that gave students the math they needed to successfully achieve their goals in the technical

mathematics program. Al decided to write a book that specifically aligned itself with the technical

programs these students were taking. He wanted his text to be flexible, allowing instructors to teach

in ways that would most benefit their students. Through his vision and determination, Allyn

Washington created the "Technical Mathematics" series. Mario F. Triola is a Professor Emeritus of

Mathematics at Dutchess Community College, where he has taught statistics for over 30 years.

Marty is the author of "Elementary Statistics, 10th Edition," "Elementary Statistics Using Excel,""

Elementary Statistics Using the TI-83 84 Plus Calculator," and he is a co-author of "Biostatistics for

the Biological and Health Sciences,"" Statistical Reasoning for Everyday Life," and "Business

Statistics," He has written several manuals and workbooks for technology supporting statistics

education. Outside of the classroom, Marty has been a speaker at many conferences and colleges.

His consulting work includes the design of casino slot machines and fishing rods, and he has

worked with attorneys in determining probabilities in paternity lawsuits, identifying salary inequities

based on gender, analyzing disputed election results, analyzingmedical data, and analyzing medical

school surveys. Marty has testified as an expert witness in New York State Supreme Court. The

Text and Academic Authors Association has awarded Mario F. Triola a "Texty" for Excellence for his

work on "Elementary Statistics," Ellena Reda is the Department Head of the Mathematics, Physical

and Computer Sciences Department at Dutchess Community College in Poughkeepsie, NY. She

began her career at DCC in 1988 as an adjunct instructor. Ellena received her Bachelor's degree in

Mathematics at Marist College, her Master's degree in Mathematics/Education from the State

University of New York at New Paltz, and an advanced graduate certificate in Educational

Computing from the University at Stony Brook. She is the program coordinator at DCC for the

Verizon Next Step Program, has served as the program's mathematics curriculum leader, and has

taught a variety of courses in this technical program. Ellena is a member of the American

Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges. She was a writing team member of the NSF -

AMATYC Math Works Project. She was the principal investigator for a National Science Foundation

Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics Scholarship (CSEMS) Grant and a team

leader/teacher leader for the State Professional Development Collaborative, an NSF/ATE Grant. In

spring 2005 she was named a Regional Teacher of the Year by the New York State Technology

Education Association. Ellena has co-authored the "Excel Manual" that accompanies "Elementary



Statistics," 8th, 9th and 10th editions written by Mario Triola. In her spare time Ellena enjoys golfing,

running, and reading. In 2003 she ran her first marathon to raise money for the AmericanStroke

Association. Since then she has run 2 marathons and 3 half-marathons. She has three grown

children and lives locally with her husband.

I'm sorry but this book is so poorly done, that even I, someone who never reviews anything, is

writing a review. And I'm sure there's a number of people that will disagree with me, and that's great

but, this book is not very friendly at all. Especially for those of us that aren't incredibly inclined to

mathematics.. The steps are unclear about how to do problems. There aren't really step by step

instructions... Granted, statistics is one of those awkward subjects that many people have trouble

with. However, just because people are good at PERFORMING a skill, doesn't necessarily mean

they ought to write a book and attempt to TEACH it. I can't imagine how difficult it is to develop a

statistics book and this is the second one I've ever used but, between the two, the Triola's would

lose my business =/

The rented book arrived in bad condition. The cover was so dingy that when I wiped it with a wet

wipe, the cloth had black grime on it! The binder was loose, which is probably to be expected but a

little unnerving because you don't want the thing to fall apart on you. The worst part for me was that

it had hair and other disgusting dried matter (food and what appeared to be boogers) attached

throughout the pages. Needless to say, I returned it and will not choose an "acceptable" conditioned

book again.

good condition

Book came fast and was just what I needed for a low price!

Paper quality is worse than the book in our library

I teach an introductory level stats course with this book and it's perfect. It's straightforward,

organized, accessible, well-written... great textbook! The TAs and students also really like it.

The book is okay, but nothing better than "Elementary Statistics" from Mario Triola. This rental

promised to have the Statdisk software but it doesn't, and the tables were quite wear out.



Good quality, comes with CD
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